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Mackey and Ornstein proved that if R is a semi-simple ring then the ring of row
Ž Ž ..and column finite matrices over R RCFM R is a Baer ring for any infinite set
Ž .. A ring with identity is a Baer ring if every left equivalent every right
annihilator is generated by an idempotent. This result is discussed in Kaplansky’s
book, ‘‘Rings of Operators.’’ This result is of course decades old. Here we prove
that the converse is true. The proof is long and we develop techniques which allow
Ž .us to obtain results of a more modern flavor about RCFM R , where R is a
perfect or semi-primary ring. Finally, we obtain good enough results on annihila-
Ž .tors in RCFM  to show that this ring is coherent.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: matrix; row and column finite.
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
The algebraic approach in the study of infinite matrices was initiated in
the 1940s with contributions of Baer, Jacobson, Mackey, Amitsur, and
Ž  .others see 3 . For 20 years many other authors contributed to the study
of infinite matrix rings. During these years equal effort was devoted to the
Ž .study of row finite matrix rings endomorphism rings of left free modules
1 This paper was written while the first author was visiting the University of Murcia with a
grant from the Fundacion Seneca, CARM.´ ´
2 Partially supported by the D.G.I. of Spain and the Fundacion ‘‘Seneca’’ of Murcia.´ ´
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Žand to row and column finite matrix rings rings of ‘‘continuous’’ endomor-
.phisms of free modules .
Ž . Ž .The ring RCFM R or B R has appeared in recent years in the study of
countable dimensional algebras and other rings without finiteness condi-
tions, and some of its ring-theoretic properties have been studied. Re-
cently, topological notions have been replaced by arithmetic tools and we
often say ‘‘endomorphism-with-adjoint’’ instead of ‘‘continuous endomor-
phism’’ to refer to those endomorphisms that have a matrix realization in
Ž .B R for a given basis.
A very important topic in row-finite matrix rings is to relate properties
Ž . Ž  .of a ring R and its matrix ring RFM R see 9 and just this topic shows
plainly that there are big differences between the study of row finite and
row and column finite matrix rings. While results on this topic for rings
RFM usually come from the adjoint pair Hom, , in the case of rings of
the type RCFM it seems impossible to use analogous techniques. More-
 over, the first result of this kind for rings RFM appeared in 1971 11, 14 ,
and since then, a number of other results have appeared. In the case of
rings of the type RCFM this is the first paper on this topic.
Our principal theorem for row and column finite matrix rings is moti-
vated by an old result by Mackey and Ornstein, mentioned in Kaplansky’s
 book ‘‘Rings of Operators’’ 4 . The MackeyOrnstein theorem states that
Ž .if R is a semi-simple ring then RCFM R is a Baer ring for all infinite
sets .
Ž .A ring R is said to be a Baer ring if any left equivalently, right
 annihilator in R of a subset of R is a direct summand 4, p. 1 . The theory
Ž   .of Baer rings and related rings is quite extensive see 4 for origins and
 Baer endomorphism rings have been studied in 5, 13 .
Our principal theorem is:
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring. The following conditions are equialent:
Ž .1 R is semi-simple artinian.
Ž . Ž .2 RCFM R is a Baer ring for all infinite sets .
Ž . Ž .3 RCFM R is a Baer ring for some infinite set .
Throughout this paper, ‘‘ring’’ means ‘‘associative ring with identity.’’
Let R be a ring. The category of unital left R-modules is denoted by
R-Mod.
ŽWe are going to use the following rings of matrices indexed by a
.well-ordered set  with entries in R:
Ž .RFM R  row finite matrices.
Ž .CFM R  column finite matrices.
Ž . Ž .B R RCFM R  row and column finite matrices. 
Ž .FC R matrices with only finitely many nonzero columns.
Ž .FM R matrices with only finitely many nonzero entries.
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Recall that all rings mentioned above have single basis number, SBN;
that is, if B is such a ring then B B2. When  we will only write
Ž . Ž .RFM R instead of RFM R and the same holds for all the rings and
subrings of matrices listed above.
Ž . Ž .To simplify notation we use B R instead of RCFM R . 
Ž . Ž .Given a matrix A, A i, j denotes its i, j -entry. For every pair i, j ,
Ž . Ž .e will always denote the matrix in FM R given by e k, l  0 if k ii j  i j
Ž .or l j and e i, j  1. The idempotent e is abbreviated as e .i j i i i
Given M R-Mod, M Ž. denotes the direct sum of countably many
Ž. Ž .copies of M. For any element xM we denote by x i the ith-coordi-
nate of x.
Ž .For any ring R and any subset X	 R, we denote by l X the leftR
Ž .annihilator of X in R and we denote by r X the right annihilator.R
Finally, let us recall a fact about associativity in the product of infinite
matrices.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a ring. Set SRFM R and T CFM R . 
Let M be the abelian group of all   matrices oer R. Then M is anS T
Ž . Ž .S, T -bimodule, where the module actions are the obious well-defined
matrix products.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let s S, t T , and mM. We claim that sm t s mt .
Ž . Ž .First note that because of the definition of matrix product, e sm  e s mi i
Ž . Ž .and e mt  e m t, for all i . Since s S, for every i , there is ai i
Ž . Ž .finite subset J of  such that e s e sÝ e . Now e sm t e sm ti i i j J j i ii
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .e s Ý e m t where e s FM R and Ý e m, t T. So thati j J i i  j J ji i
Ž Ž . . ŽŽŽ . . . Ž . . Ž .e s Ý e m t e s Ý e m t  e s Ý e mt  e s mt .i j J j i j J j i j J j ii i i
Ž . Ž .It is worth mentioning that associativity xy z x yz can fail for
infinite matrices x, y, z even when all products concerned make sense. The
following simple and surprising example was suggested by the referee.
EXAMPLE 3. There exist infinite matrices x, y, z such that xy 1 yx
and yz 1 but x z:
1 1 1 1  1 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 1  0 1 
1 0 0 
x , y0 0 1 1  0 0 1 
1 0 . . 0  0. .. .
0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

1 
1 0 0 z .

1 
1 
1 0 . 0..
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2. PROOF OF THE PRINCIPAL THEOREM
As we saw in the Introduction, our principal theorem makes use of an
 old result by Mackey and Ornstein 6, 8 .
Ž Ž . Ž ..THEOREM 4 Mackey 1945 Ornstein 1957 . Let R be a ring. If R is
Ž .semi-simple then B R is a Baer ring, for all infinite sets .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .This proves 1  2 of Theorem 1. 2  3 is trivial.
Ž . Ž .We shall prove 3  1 . It is well known that being a Baer ring is a
  Ž .corner-preserving property 4, Theorem 4 . So condition 2 in the principal
Ž . Ž .Theorem implies that B R countable matrices is also a Baer ring. So if
we prove the following lemma we are done.
Ž .LEMMA 5. If B R is a Baer ring then R is semi-simple artinian.
The proof of this lemma is quite long. We develop it in this section.
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a ring such that B R is a Baer ring. Then R
does not admit an infinite family of nonzero pairwise orthogonal idempotents.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4Proof. Set B B R , ERFM R , and F CFM R . Let e bei j
the usual set of basic matrices where e  e . Suppose there exists a familyi i i
 4of nonzero pairwise orthogonal idempotents,   R. Consider thei i
Ž .idempotent matrix in RFM R
 0 1
  0 2 2
a .
   0 3 3 3
. 0. .
Ž .Now consider the right annihilator of B Ea in B, that is, r B EaB
Ž . r a . This equality is true for this special case because e a B andB i
Ž . Ž .r a  r e a .B i B i
Ž .Our first claim is that r a  0. This is easy to see because the matrixB
1
  0 1

1 1
  0 2
.0 
1 . 0 b .
. .. 0 .. . 0...
belongs to B and ab 0. This means that there is a nontrivial idempotent
Ž .f B such that r a  fB. Then fb b. Now consider the matrix inB
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Ž .CFM R
0 1 1
  1
  1
  Ž . Ž .2 2 3
0 0 1 1
  3
. . .. . 0 1 .c .. . .
. .. 0 .. . 0...
Ž . Ž .Since b B, f bc  fb c because of the remark on associativity in the
Ž . Ž .Introduction. Hence f bc  bc. Now we compute bc CFM R and we
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .obtain bc 1, 1  0, bc 1, j  1
  . . . 1
  for all j 1, bc i, i1 j
1
Ž .
1 for all i 1, and bc i, j  0 otherwise,
0 1
  1
  1
  Ž . Ž .1 1 2
0 
1 0 bc .
0 0 
1 0 . 0. .
Since f B, there is a natural number n 0 such that e fe  0 fornk 1
Ž . Ž .all k. Thus e f e f 1
 e . Also we have that 1
 e bcnk nk 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .e 
 1 . Hence e fbc e f 1
 e bc e f e 
 1 
e f.1 nk nk 1 nk 1 nk
On the other hand e fbc e bc
e for all k 0. Hencenk nk nk
e f e for all k 0.nk nk
Since f  B, there exists m  , such that m  n and e1
. e fe  0 for all k. If e fe  0 then i n and son mk i mk
e f e . Hence fe  e .i i mk mk
Now, it is easy to see that af 0 because afe  ae  0. Thismk mk
contradicts the fact that af 0.
Ž .COROLLARY 7. Let R be a ring. If B R is a Baer ring then R has ACC
and DCC on left and right annihilators.
Proof. We only prove ACC on right and left annihilators.
Let Re  Re   be a strictly increasing chain of left annihilators1 2
Ž .they must be of this form because R is Baer .
It is clear that if i j then e e  e . Consider the family f  e ,i j i 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4f  e 1
 e , . . . , f  e 1
 e  1
 e . We claim f is an2 2 1 n n n
1 1 i i N
infinite family of orthogonal idempotents.
Ž . Ž .First we prove that each f  0. Suppose f  e 1
 e  1
 en n n n
1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 0. Then e 1
 e  1
 e  Re  Re so that e 1
 e  1n n
1 2 1 2 n n
1
. Ž .
 e  0. Continue in this way up to e 1
 e  0 which means that2 n n
1
Re  Re . But this is impossible.n n
1
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Second we prove orthogonallity. To prove this note that if i j then
Ž . Ž . Ž .1
 e e 1
 e  e 1
 e , because e e  e . Now we do a di-i j j
1 j j
1 i j
1 i
rect computation.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose i j. f f  e 1
 e  1
 e e 1
 e  1
 e andi j i i
1 1 j j
1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so f f  e e 1
 e  1
 e  e 1
 e  1
 e  0 becausei j i j j
1 1 i j
1 1
e e  e .i j
1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next, f f  e 1
 e  1
 e e 1
 e  1
 e and so f f j i j j
1 1 i i
1 1 j i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e 1 
 e  1 
 e e 1 
 e  1 
 e  0. This contracdictsj j
1 i i i
1 1
Proposition 6.
The right hand is completely analogous.
Ž .PROPOSITION 8. Let R be a ring. If B R is a Baer ring then R is a finite
direct product of prime rings.
Ž .  4Proof. Set B B R and let e be the usual set of basic matrices,i j
where e  e . In view of Proposition 6 it is enough to prove that if R hasi i i
no nontrivial central idempotents then R is a prime ring. So let R be a
ring without nontrivial central idempotents. Suppose R is not a prime ring.
Then there are nonzero elements a, b R such that aRb 0. Let r R
Ž .be a nontrivial idempotent so that Rr l Rb . Note that rR	 Rr andR
hence, as rings,
rRr 0
R .ž /1
 r Rr 1
 r R 1
 rŽ . Ž . Ž .
Then there is a ring isomorphism
B rRr 0Ž .
B B R  .Ž . ž /B 1
 r Rr B 1
 r R 1
 rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
ŽLet us identify the isomorphic rings above. First note that since rR 1

. Ž .r  0 then 1
 r Rr 0 or else r is central. Since r is nontrivial,
Ž . Ž .1
 r Rr 0. Let s 1
 r Rr be a nonzero element. We define the
following matrices:
 Ž . Ž .Let  be the matrix  i, j  s if j i and  i, j  0 otherwise
Ž . ŽŽthe lower triangular matrix with constant term s . Then RFM 1

. . ŽŽ . .r Rr B 1
 r Rr .

  ŽŽ . .Let  be the constant diagonal matrix s. Then   B 1
 r Rr .
 Ž . ŽŽ . ŽLet  be the constant diagonal 1
 r . Then  B 1
 r R 1

..r .
 Ž . Ž .Let  be the matrix such that  i, j  r if i j,  i, j 
r if
Ž . Ž .i j 1, and  i, j  0 otherwise. Then  B rRr and for any x
Ž .B rRr , x 0 implies x 0.
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
Finally, let  be the lower triangular matrix with constant term r.
   Ž .Note that   and    , because s 1
 r Rr, and s 0.
0 0  0Ž . Ž .Set f and x . Then fx 0, and since B is a Baer ring  
 0
Ž . Ž .by hypothesis then there exists an idempotent g B such that l x B
Bg.
Even though f B, for any basic matrix e the product e f B andi i
Žthen e f e fg. Then f fg recall that for any   matrix X, e x 0i i i
.for all i  implies X 0 .
Hence, g B, gx 0, f fg, and g g 2.
a 0Ž . Ž .Using the canonical form for R and B, g where a B rRr ,b c
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . Ž ..b B 1
 r Rr , and c B 1
 r R 1 
r .
ŽSince gx 0 then a 0. Since a 0 then a 0 see the definition
.of  , above;  has a right inverse in rRr .
ŽSince fg f then  a  b  and  c c for the last equality
.note 1
 r is a left identity for the entries of c . Since a 0 then  b  .
2 Ž .Since g  g then ba cb b. Since a 0 see above , cb b.
Since cb b and c  then b  b. Then  b  and hence b  .
Ž . But this last cannot happen because  B 1
 r Rr and b is in this set
Ž .only if s 0. Therefore B R cannot be a Baer ring. This means that R
must be a prime ring.
Ž .THEOREM 9. Let R be a prime ring. If B R is a Baer ring then R has an
indecomposable decomposition R Ru   Ru where each Ru is a1 n i
minimal left annihilator, and hence u is primitie and u Ru is a domaini i i
Ž .with B u Ru a Baer ring.i i
Proof. By Corollary 7 we may choose an idempotent u such that Ru1 1
Ž .is a minimal left annihilator. Take K  R 1
 u and choose a minimal1 1
 Ž . annihilator Ru 	 K . Let u  1
 u u . Then u and u are orthogo-2 1 2 1 2 1 2
nal idempotents and Ru  Ru . Now R Ru  Ru  K with K 2 2 1 2 2 2
Ž .R 1
 u 
 u and continue in this way. Since R has ACC on left1 2
annihilators the procedure must stop. Hence R Ru   Ru .1 n
Now we prove that u Ru is a domain. It is easy to calculate that if Re isi i
a minimal annihilator with e2 e then ere  ese 0 implies ere 0 or
ese 0.
We have now reduced the problem to checking that if D is a domain
Ž .with B D a Baer ring then D is in fact a division ring. To prove this, we
begin with the following lemma.
LEMMA 10. Let R be any ring and let d R be any element. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž .a B R  B be the matrix defined as a 2n 1, n 1  d, a 2n, n 
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Ž . Ž .a 2n, n 1  1 and a i, j  0 otherwise. That is,
d 0 
1 1 0 
0 d 0 a .
0 1 1 0 . . 0. .. .
 4 Ž.Let a be the set of rows of a iewed as elements of R . If Ba is projectiei
as a left B-module then there is an j  and a direct summand K of RŽ.,0
such that RŽ.a Ra  K and a  K for all k.1 j k0
Ž . Ž .  4Proof. Set B B R and ERFM R . Let e be the usual set ofi j
basic matrices, where e  e . Since Ba is projective as a left B-module,i i i
there is an idempotent element g B, such that Ba Bg. Setting x
Ý e and yÝ e we have xay 1. This means that asn n, 4 n
2 n 2 n
1, n
left B-modules, Ba and Bg have a copy of B as a direct summand.
Applying RŽ.  we have that RŽ.g has a copy of RŽ. as a direct
  Ž.summand, and then by 10, II, Remark 5.1.62 , R g is a free left
 R-module. Then Eg E as left E-modules. By 12, Proposition 2.2 , this
implies that Bg B as left B-modules; and hence, Ba B too. Let  :
Ba B be a B-isomorphism.

1Ž .  4Now set b  1  Ba. It is clear that the rows of b, say b , are ai
basis for RŽ.a; and the equations Xa b and Yb a both have solutions
in B. We only need to consider the equation Yb a. Let c B be a
solution so that cb a.
Suppose a Ýn Rb . Since c B then there exist j  such that1 i1 i 0
Ž . Ž n .e c Ý e  0, for all k and hence every a Ý Rb , forj k i1 i j k i n i0 0
all k.
Thus, taking MÝn Rb and TÝ Rb , we have a decompositioni1 i i n i
RŽ.aM T and a natural number j such that a M and a  T ,0 1 j k0
for all k.
Our next claim is that Ra is a direct summand of RŽ.a. But this is easy1
 4 Ž.to see from the fact that the set a , a , a , a , . . . is a basis for R a.1 2 4 6
Since a M, Ra is also a direct summand of M. Take any comple-1 1
ment so that M Ra M . Then setting KM  T we have RŽ.a1
Ra  K and a  K for all k.1 j k0
Ž .PROPOSITION 11. Let D be any domain such that B D is a Baer ring.
Then D is a diision ring.
Proof. Use the notation of the preceding lemma, with D R and
dD with d 0. Since B is a Baer ring then Ba is projective and the
Ž .hypotheses of Lemma 10 above are satisfied. Recall that a  d, 0, . . . .1
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Let 	 : DŽ.aDa be the projection for the decomposition DŽ.a1
Da  K with a  K for all k.1 j k0
Ž .For each i let x D be such that 	 a  x a . Note that a i i i 1 j k0
K for all k implies x  0, for all k.j k0
Ž . Ž .In general, da  a  a so that 	 da  	 a 2 n 2 n
1 2 n1 2 n 2 n
1
Ž .	 a implies dx d x d x d, and since D is a domain,2 n1 2 n 2 n
1 2 n1
dx  x  x .2 n 2 n
1 2 n1
Ž .First x  1 because 	 a  a . Now dx  x  x so that x  0 or1 1 1 2 1 3 2
x  0. If x  0 then d is a unit and we are done. If x  0 then3 3 3
Ž .x  1
 dx x may be 0 .3 2 2
Suppose x  0 with x 1 dm , for some m D. From2 r1 2 r1 r r
the equality dx  x  x we see that x  0 implies2Ž r1. 2 r1 2Ž r1.1 2Ž r1.1
d is a unit, and x  0 implies x 1 dm .2Ž r1.1 2Ž r1.1 r1
By hypothesis, we know that x  0, for all k, which in turnj k0
implies that d is a unit.
Now we are able to prove Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. From Proposition 8, Theorem 9, and Proposition 11
the ring R is semi-prime and has a decomposition Rn Ru , whereii1
the u ’s are primitive pairwise orthogoanl idempotents, with u Ru divisioni i i
 ring. By 14, Corollary 4.4 each Ru is simple, and hence R is semi-simple.i
Finally we may prove our principal Theorem.
Ž . Ž .  Proof of Principal Theorem 1. 1  2 . This is 8, Theorem 4.3 .
Ž . Ž .2  3 . This is a particular case.
Ž . Ž .3  1 . This comes directly from Lemma 5 and the fact that being
a Baer ring is a corner-preserving property.
3. RELATING MORE GENERAL PROPERTIES
In this section we use our principal theorem and some results on the
Jacobson radical of row and column finite matrices to obtain more results
for semi-primary and perfect rings.
Ž .Now we recall some results on the Jacobson radical of B R . For any
Ž .ring R, we denote the Jacobson radical by J R .
  Ž .In 12 the Jacobson radical of B R is studied. It is described for
countable matrices; however, it is easy to see that the extension to any
infinite set is possible.
Ž .The Jacobson radical of B R may be described by using the character-
Ž .ization of the Jacobson radical of RFM R given by Sexauer and Warnock.
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We refer the reader to the WareZelmanovitz paper on the Jacobson
Ž  radical of the endomorphism ring of a projective module see 12 for
. Ž Ž ..references . It is shown in these papers that J RFM R is the ideal of
Ž Ž ..those matrices aRFM J R such that the family of left ideals of R
generated by the columns of a is right vanishing. Recall that a family of
Ž .  4 Ž .left right ideals A is called a right left anishing family of left
 

Ž .right ideals if given any sequence a , a , . . . with a  A for distinct 
1 2 i 
 ii
Ž .in , there exists an integer n for which a a  a  0 a  a a  0 .1 2 n n 2 1
  Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..In 12 it is proved that J B R  J RFM R  J CFM R and  
then it is shown that many properties involving T-nilpotence and nilpo-
tence may be obtained from those known for row-finite and column-finite
matrix rings.
Using these results we have:
THEOREM 12. Let R be a ring. The following properties are equialent:
Ž .1 R is semi-primary.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..2 J B R is left and right T-nilpotent and the ring B R J B R  
is a Baer ring for all infinite sets .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..3 J B R is nilpotent and the ring B R J B R is a Baer ring  
for any infinite set .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..4 J B R is left and right T-nilpotent and the ring B R J B R  
is a Baer ring for some infinite set .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..5 J B R is nilpotent and the ring B R J B R is a Baer ring  
for some infinite set .
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and 12, Corollar-
ies 4.3 and 4.4 .
Note that we may also deduce immediately a result for left and right
perfect rings. However, in this case we may remove the condition on the
radical of row and column finite matrices, as the following proposition
shows:
PROPOSITION 13. Let R be a ring and  an infinite set. If the ring
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .B R J B R is a Baer ring then J R is left and right T-nilpotent. 
Ž .  4Proof. Set B B R and, as usual, e the set of basic matrices. i j
Ž . Ž .Suppose we have a sequence r , r , . . . of elements in J R . Let r B R1 2 
Ž . Ž . Ž .where  is well-ordered such that r i, i  r for all i  and r i, j  0i
Ž . Ž .otherwise. Since BJ B is Baer then the right annihilator of r BJ B
is generated by an idempotent. So there is an element b B such that
Ž .b BJ B is an idempotent that generates the right annihilator of r in
Ž .BJ B .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, for any a B, ra J B implies 1
 b a J B . In particular,
for each i , we see, by the construction of r and by the characteriza-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion of the radical cited above, that re  J B , and hence 1
 b e  J Bi i
for all i .
Ž .Ž .Agaln by the description of the radical we may see that 1
 b i, i  1
Ž . Ž . Ž .
 b i, i  J R for all i  and so b i, i is an invertible element of R.
Ž .Let c  R be the inverse element of b i, i and let c be the diagonali
Ž . Ž .matrix c i, i  c for all i  and c i, j  0 otherwise.i
Ž .Hence rbc J B has in the diagonal
rbc i , i  r i , j b j, k c k , i  r i , i b i , i c i , iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
j k
 r b i , i c  rŽ .i i i
and this implies that there is a natural number n such that r  r  0,1 n
Ž .since the column right ideals of B R are t-nilpotent.
Now we have a solution in the case of left and right perfect rings.
THEOREM 14. Let R be a ring. The following conditions are equialent:
Ž .1 R is left and right perfect.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2 B R J B R is a Baer ring for all infinite sets . 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3 B R J B R is a Baer ring for some infinite set . 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. 1  2 . Since R is left and right perfect then J B R 
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..B J R and so B R J B R is isomorphic, as a ring, to B RJ R   
which is a Baer ring by Theorem 1.
Ž . Ž .2  3 . This is trivial.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3  1 . By Proposition 13, J R is left and right T-nilpotent. By
  Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž12, Corollary 4.3 , B R J B R is isomorphic, as a ring, to B R  
Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..J R . By hypothesis, B R J B R is a Baer ring and so is B RJ R .  
Ž .Then by Theorem 1, RJ R is semi-simple, so that R is perfect on both
sides.
We conclude this section with an observation. It is well known that a
Ž .ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if the ring RFM R is self injective
Ž .for some for all infinite sets . In the case of row and column finite
Ž .matrices, for any ring R, the ring B R cannot be even quasi-continuous
Ž   .see 7 for definitions . A necessary condition on a ring B to be left
 quasi-continuous is property C in 7, p. 18 : any left ideal in B is essential1
in a direct summand. Setting a 1
Ý e , it is easy to check thatn nn1
Ba is not a left essential ideal in B, and since the right annihilator of a in
B is zero, it cannot be contained in any proper left direct summand of B.
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Ž .How do the properties that R is quasi-Frobenius and B R is injective
relate to each other?
Ž .4. ANNIHILATORS IN B 
Ž .We know by Proposition 11 that the ring B  cannot be a Baer ring.
Ž .However, in this section we will see that every left right annihilator of a
Ž . Ž .subset of B  is a principal left right projective ideal. So even though
Ž .B  is not a Baer ring, annihilators have precise description.
Ž .PROPOSITION 15. Let B B  and let X	 B any subset. Then there is
Ž . Ž .an element a B such that l X  l a . The same is true for rightB B
annihilators.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Set B B  . By the MackeyOrnstein theorem Theorem 4 ,
Ž .B is a Baer ring, and so there is an idempotent f B such that l  XB
Ž . l f . Since f B, there is a diagonal matrix d, such that d is a unit ofB
Ž . Ž .B and fd B, so taking a fd we have l X  l a .B B
 Remark 16. From a theorem of Baer and Specker 2, Theorem 19.2 or
by Proposition 15 and the fact that  is hereditary we have that for all
Ž . Ž . Ž.Ž .X	 B  , the left annihilator l X is a direct summand of  .
Ž . Ž .Ž .LEMMA 17. Let X	 B  be any subset. Set M l X , and for each
 Ž. Ž . 4i, define F  x   x j  0  j i and M M F . If M isi i i
not finitely generated then for eery i, M  0, and for any i, t, Mi it
is a direct summand of M .i
Ž . Ž .Proof. Set B B  and B B  . First we prove that for every
i there is a j i such that M  0. This comes easily from the factj
Ž .that B is a Baer ring, as follows. Since B is a Baer ring then l X  BfB
Ž . Ž .Ž .for some idempotent f B. Since M l X is not finitely generated
Ž .Ž N .then l X is not finitely generated and hence f has infinite rank. Let d
be an invertible diagonal matrix such that df B. Now df ensures our
assertion is true, because its rows generate an essential submodule of M.
To prove the second part is enough to prove that each factor MM isi it
finitely generated and torsion free. For the first assertion, is enough to
 4prove that each factor MM is finitely generated. Consider a basis mi1 n
 Ž .4for M . If such a factor is zero we are done. Otherwise, let k gcd m i .i n n
It is well known that there is a finite subset m . . . m such that forn n1 r
each n, there are coefficients u in , for which the equalityn, j
r Ž . Ž .Ý u m i m i holds. Now it is clear that MM is generatedj1 n, j n n i i1j
by the images of m . . . m .n n1 r
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Finally, to see that MM is torsion free, first note that M and F arei it j
Ž. Ž .direct summands of  see remark above , for any j. Hence M Fj
Ž.is pure in  , for all j.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 18. For any X B  , the left annihilator l X is a cyclicBŽ.
Ž .and projectie left ideal of B  .
Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. Set B B  and M l X . Recall that M is a direct
summand of Ž.. If M is finitely generated then it is trivial that M Ž. f
with f an idempotent in B. So we are done.
So, suppose that M is not finitely generated. Define, as in Lemma 17,
 Ž. Ž . 4for each i, F  x   x j  0  j i and M M F .i i i
We will construct an independent family of finitely generated direct
summands of M labelled K , . . . , K , . . . such that:1 n
Ž .1 M K .nn
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 For each n theere exists i n  such that n i n and
M  K .n jiŽn. j
 4Set j  1. Consider any basis b for M M and let d 1 i i 1 1
 Ž . 4  Ž.  gcd b n  0  n and b   such that d b  b . Clearly b M.1 1 1 1 1 1
It is also clear that there is a column vector c  Ž. such that the usual1
inner product b c  1. In fact M b  C , where C is the kernel of1 1 1 1 1
the map defined by the inner multiplication by c . Since c  Ž. , there1 1
is a natural number j such that M  C . In fact, by Lemma 17, M is a2 j 1 j2 2
direct summand of C with finitely generated complement, say C . So that1 1
MM  b  C M . Set K  b  C . Then M  K Mj 1 1 j 1 1 1 j 1 j1 2 1 2
with b  K .1 1
Suppose we have constructed K , . . . , K such that M  K M1 n
1 j i ji i1
and b , . . . , b  K   K with r n
 1. Let s r be the first1 r 1 n
1
index for which b  K   K . Since M K   K M ,s 1 n
1 1 n
1 jn
b  k m where k  K   K and m M . Let ds s s s 1 n
1 s jn
 Ž . 4  Ž.  gcd m n  0  n and m   such that dm m . Clearly m s s s s s
M . It is also clear that there is a column vector c Ž. such that thejn
usual inner product m c 1. In fact M  m  C, where C is thes j sn
kernel of the map defined by the inner multiplication of elements of Mjn
by c. Since c Ž. and b B, there is a natural number j such thatn1
M  C. In fact M is a direct summand of C with finitely generatedj jn 1 n1
Ž .  complement Lemma 17 . So that M  m  C M . Set K j s j nn n1
m  C. Then M  K M . Then b  K   K . Therefores j n j s 1 nn n1
the first condition is satisfied.
To prove the second condition, take any M . Since M M   theren 1 2
is r such that M M M . We claim that M 	 K . Takej n j n tt rr r1
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Žany xM . Then x K   K for some s. Since K  n 1 s 1
.K M  0 we must have that s r. So x k l where k Kr
1 j 1r
  K and l K   K . Since K   K M Mr
1 r s r s j js1 r
Ž .then k 0, because k x
 lM  K   K  0. Note thatj 1 r
1r
M  K for every r.j tt rr
Now each K has a finite basis. Choose a basis for each K and theni i
putting as rows, first the basis of K then the basis of K , etc., construct a1 2
matrix k B. The rows of k viewed as vectors constitute a basis for M, by
Ž .property 1 .
Ž . Ž .  4Our next claim is l X  Bk. Let a be any element in l X . Call aB B j
the rows of a viewed as elements of Ž.. Since the set of rows of k is a
Ž .basis for M, the matrix equation Yk a has unique solution in RFM R .
We shall prove that Y B.
Ž .Choose any column in Y, say j . We know that Y i, j is the coefficient0 0
of k when we write a as a linear combination of the k ’s. Now thej i j0
element k must belong to some K , and there is an r such thatj t0
K M  0. On the other hand, since a B then there is an s sucht r
Ž .that a M for all n. Hence Y s n, j  0 for all n andsn r 0
therefore Y B.
Finally, since k is a basis for M, Bk B as left B-modules.
Ž .COROLLARY 19. The ring B  is left and right coherent.
Ž .COROLLARY 20. Eery finitely generated left or right ideal of B  has
projectie dimension at most 2.
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